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Beethoven’s Hammerklavier Sonata, 
Opus 106: Legend, Difficulty, and the 

Gift of a Broadwood Piano

T O M  B E G H I N

FOR MANY MONTHS, A SINGLE sheet of paper became the focus of 
all my energies. Figure 1 shows the number of hours I expected to spend, 
and those I actually spent, practicing Beethoven’s Hammerklavier Sonata, 

op. 106. With various run-throughs the total must have come to about 300—the 
equivalent of 100 days of practicing three hours a day. In hindsight, the unchecked 
numbers may be more telling than the checked ones: clearly, I saw a long road to 
Parnassus ahead. I had spent my career performing mainly eighteenth-century 
repertoire, reflective of performing practices centered around sight-reading or 
at least achieving a quick turnaround when it comes to Handstücke (literally 
“hand pieces”), the historical term for what the nineteenth century started calling 
“repertoire.” But the self-imposed assignment of learning this “giant sonata,”1 
which among pianists has grown into a category almost all its own, triggered in 
me an athlete-like desire to quantify diligence.

“Diligence” (along with its synonym “industry”) indeed became a buzzword 
in early nineteenth-century piano pedagogy. One often finds it paired with 
“talent,” and both are said to bear fruit in front of an audience. “Assuredly,” Carl 
Czerny tells Miss Cecilia, imaginary pupil of his Letters to a Young Lady, “there 
is no higher satisfaction than in being able to distinguish one’s self before a large 
company, and in receiving an honorable acknowledgment of one’s diligence and 

1 This paper took shape through two public lectures, first at Baylor University in Waco, Texas, on 
September 21, 2014, then at Princeton University in Princeton, New Jersey, on December 12, 
2104. I thank Alfredo Colman and Jacob Friedman for their kind invitations.

1 The nickname Riesensonate is widely used in the German literature, as, e.g., in Dietrich Kämper, 
“Klaviersonate B-Dur ‘Hammerklaviersonate’ op. 106” in Beethoven: Interpretationen seiner Wer-
ke, ed. Albrecht Riethmüller, Carl Dahlhaus, and Alexander L. Ringer (Laaber: Laaber-Verlag, 
1994), 2:138. Its early existence (“Musicians call [opus 106] the giant sonata [die Riesensonate]”) 
is recorded both in Adolph Bernhard Marx, Ludwig van Beethoven: Leben und Schaffen (Berlin: 
Verlag von Otto Janke, 1859), 2:211, and Anton Schindler, Biographie von Ludwig van Beethoven, 
3rd ed. (Münster: Druck und Verlag der Aschendorff ’schen Buchhandlung, 1860), 269. The pun 
on Ferdinand Ries (whose name is closely attached to the English edition of opus 106; see below) 
is amusing but coincidental.
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talent” (emphases mine).2 This educational goal for Miss Cecilia stands in contrast 
with, say, the reality of the life of someone like C. P. E. Bach, whose claim to fame 

2 Carl Czerny, Letters to a Young Lady, on the Art of Playing the Pianoforte, trans. J. A. Hamilton 
(New York: Firth, Pond & Co., 1851), 39.

Figure 1 Author’s practice schedule for opus 106.
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as a solo performer at the clavichord rested mainly on the witness account of a 
single privileged listener—an out-of-town visitor, Charles Burney.3

Diligence and talent allow us to strive for perfection on two distinct levels: 
mechanical and expressive—in that order. Writing in 1831, Frédéric Kalkbrenner 
finds it essential “to accustom pupils to finishing and perfecting their execution 
of a piece” and “to cultivate memory from as early as possible”—a direct reversal 
of the opinion of Daniel Gottlob Türk, who in 1789 warned teachers against the 
mistake of “allowing the beginner to play pieces for so long that he can play them 
by memory.” Acquiring “little or no skill in note reading,” Türk continued, the 
pupil risks “adopting a machine-like [maschinenmäßig] manner.” “Speed,” he 
continues in small print, “is just a mechanical matter [nur etwas Mechanisches] 
and comes with time anyway.”4 Mozart, it may be recalled, had nothing positive 
in mind when he called Clementi a “mere mechanicus” (ein blosser Mechanicus) 
and when he warned his sister not to practice Clementi’s sonatas lest “her hand 
lose its natural lightness, flexibility, and flowing rapidity [ihre natürliche leich-
tigkeit, gelengigkeit, und fliessende geschwindigkeit].”5 But for the generation of 
Kalkbrenner and Czerny, the mechanical came to represent some preliminary 
level of proficiency. While Mozart refers to his sister Nannerl’s hand as an entity 
(imagine it moving in elegant synchronicity with her forearm and wrist), Czerny 
pinpoints Cecilia’s fingers as “little disobedient creatures” that need to be “well 
reined in.” And appealing to the “very great assistance” of Maelzel’s metronome, 
he advises her to use a machine to help her play “in a pure and flowing manner.”6

“Mechanical,” one might say, becomes the new “natural,” and here the music 
of Beethoven is perceived as a problem. Kalkbrenner admits:

I only permit my students to play Beethoven’s piano works after their mechanism 
[mécanisme] has been formed; this sublime genius could not be bothered with 

3 Charles Burney, The Present State of Music in Germany, the Netherlands, and United Province 
(London: Printed for T. Becket, J. Robson, and G. Robinson, 1775), 2:269–71. Burney famously 
described Bach at the clavichord as “so animated and possessed, that he not only played, but looked 
like one inspired.”

4 Frédéric Kalkbrenner, Méthode pour Apprendre le Piano-forte à l’aide du Guide-mains (Paris: 
Ignace Pleyel, 1831), 21; Daniel Gottlob Türk, Klavierschule oder Anweisung zum Klavierspielen 
für Lehrer und Lernende (Leipzig and Halle: Schwickert, 1789; facsimile by Kassel: Bärenreiter, 
1997), 18.

5 Quoted and discussed in Erin Helyard, “Muzio Clementi, Difficult Music, and Cultural Ideology 
in Late Eighteenth-Century England” (PhD diss., McGill University, 2011), 27ff.

6 Czerny, Letters to a Young Lady, 27, 35.
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From November/
December 1817 
to days or weeks 
before May 19, 
1818

Sketches of 1st, 2nd, and 3rd movements in “Boldrini” 
pocket book; from May 19, 1818, Beethoven was in Mödling, 
where he began a different sketch book (“Vienna A 45”).

April 17, 1818 Two first movements finished by the Name Day of Archduke 
Rudolph = terminus ante quem (see March 3, 1819).

April-June, July 
1818

Sketches of 3rd and 4th movements in “Vienna A 45” pocket 
book, with one additional reference to the 2nd movement.

Late May/early 
June, 1818

Arrival of the Broadwood (from Trieste to Vienna, and 
from Vienna to Mödling) (Wiener Zeitschrift für Kunst, 
Literatur, Theater und Mode [January 23, 1819], 79).

July-August 1818 Sketches of 4th movement in “Vienna A 44” pocket book.
January 1819 Engraver’s copy prepared for London edition.
January 30, 1819 Letter to Ferdinand Ries in London: “You will have received 

the sonata.” = terminus ante quem (see January 1819).
February 1819 Beethoven finds the time to play through the Vienna 

engraver’s copy and finds a lot of mistakes.
March 3, 1819 Letter to Archduke Rudolph: “I attach two pieces, on which 

is written that I wrote them for Your Imperial Highness’s 
Name Day already last year […] To these two pieces in my 
hand written for Y. Y. I. H.’s Name Day […] two more have 
come, of which the latter is a grand fugato, so that the whole 
is a grand sonata, which will appear soon now.”

March 19, 1819 Along with a letter, Beethoven sends off a list of errors to 
Ferdinand Ries in London.

September 1819 First edition by Artaria, Vienna; advertised in Wiener 
Zeitung of September 15, 1819.

October 1, 1819 Edition by Regent’s Harmonic Institution, London, first 
entered at Stationers’ Hall.

December 14, 1819 Edition by Regent’s Harmonic Institution, London, entered 
again at Stationers’ Hall (after it must have been decided to 
delay publication, until a copy of the Viennese edition would 
arrive in London, to possibly make more corrections).

Sources: Norbert Gertsch, “Ludwig van Beethovens “Hammerklavier”-Sonate Op. 106: 
Bemerkungen zur Datierung und Bewertung der Quellen,” Bonner Beethoven-Studien 
2 (2001): 63–93; Douglas Johnson, Alan Tyson, and Robert Winter, The Beethoven 
Sketchbooks: History, Reconstruction, Inventory (Berkeley & Los Angeles: University 
of California Press, 1985), 535–38; Nicholas Marston, “Approaching the Sketches for 
Beethoven’s ‘Hammerklavier’ Sonata,” Journal of the American Musicological Society 44 
(1991): 404–50; Alan Tyson, The Authentic English Editions of Beethoven (London: Faber 
and Faber, 1963), 102–4.

Table 1 Opus 106: timeline.
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fingering; the student who would play his music too soon would adopt bad habits 
and bad fingerings.7

What then of my practice schedule? Czerny and Kalkbrenner may be advocating 
diligence, but surely they’re not suggesting I spend one hundred times three hours 
a day practicing a single sonata of Beethoven lest it distort my mechanism. When 
playing opus 106 on a historical piano, furthermore, if there is one thing I can 
proclaim with certainty, it is that perfection and opus 106 do not go together. 
What then makes the piece?

Beethoven purportedly said, “There you have a sonata that will keep the pianist 
busy, so that they’ll be able to play it only fifty years hence.” Coming to performing 
opus 106 with the more rhetorical outlook of the eighteenth century, I refuse to 
buy into this kind of prophesizing—if indeed Beethoven ever spoke these words 
and if he did so with the solemn tone we imagine. In fact, the incentive for me to 
learn opus 106 was an actual event—the construction of a specific instrument: 
a new replica of a John Broadwood & Sons with the serial number 7362, or the 
very piano that Beethoven famously received in 1818, the year he composed the 
Hammerklavier Sonata.8 Beethoven’s Broadwood has a compass of six octaves from 
CC to c4. The typical Viennese compass at that time was also six octaves, from 
FF to f4, or one fourth higher than Beethoven’s English Broadwood. Tradition 
has turned opus 106 into a massive six-and-a-half octave piece, proclaiming it 
Beethoven’s “first” für das Hammerklavier.9 But in reality Beethoven had largely 
finished the three first movements by the time the Broadwood made it to Vienna 
in late May 1818. (For a timeline of the sonata with an indication of the arrival 
of the Broadwood, see Table 1.) The combined keyboard span for those three 
movements conforms to a Viennese six-octave range from FF to f4.10 The fourth 

7 “Je ne permets à mes élèves de jouer les ouvrages de piano de Beethoven, que lorsque leur mécanisme 
est formé; ce sublime genie ne pouvait s’astreindre à penser au doigter; l’élève qui jouerait trop tôt sa 
musique, contracterait de mauvaises habitudes et de mauvais doigters.” Kalkbrenner, Méthode, 21. 
All translations in this essay are mine.

8 Tom Beghin, “Beethoven’s Broadwood: A Construction Project,” Appendix 2 of Tilman Skowro-
neck, “A Brit in Vienna: Beethoven’s Broadwood Piano,” Keyboard Perspectives 5 (2012): 81–82, 
and Robert Giglio, “Reconstructing History: A Conversation with Chris Maene and Tom Beghin,” 
Keyboard Perspectives 6 (2013): 127–32. 

9 See among others (notwithstanding its fine documentation on the Broadwood), G. Gábry, “Das 
Klavier Beethovens und Liszts,” Studia Musicologica Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae 8 (1966): 
383.

10 The third movement technically reaches only c♯4 (in mm. 102–13), which prompted Tilman 
Skowroneck (“A Brit in Vienna,” 73–76) to already assume a link with the newly arrived Broad-
wood piano. While I find Skowroneck’s suggestion to retune the Broadwood’s c4 to c♯4 in opus 
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movement, with the gigantic fugue, not only descends down to the lowest English 
note CC, but the treble also sinks down to c4 as the highest note: so, between 
movements three and four, we witness Beethoven switch from a six-octave 
Viennese piano to his six-octave Broadwood. Two instruments combined in one 
“grand” work—a monstrosity for those who believe in the unity of a work, but a 
fascinating premise for those interested in “work as event.”

When, in 1795, Haydn wrote two Grand Sonatas for the English piano (Hob. 
XVI:50 in C major and 52 in E-flat major), he did so with a specific market in 
mind—an English one.11 But Beethoven’s two-instrument “production” (if one 
can even call it that) was inherently impractical. It was complicated further still 
by his “business plan” to publish it simultaneously in Vienna (with Artaria) and 
in London (through the services of his old pupil Ferdinand Ries). While the 
Viennese publication anno 1819 of a six-and-a-half-octave sonata (if we account 
for all movements) may be interpreted as an endorsement of a new trend (since 
the construction of larger keyboards was on the rise in Vienna), Beethoven 
must have been aware of the problem his newest sonata would pose in London. 
Addressing Ries of all people, one of five eminent London musicians to have 
carved their signatures on the wrestplank of Beethoven’s Broadwood, Beethoven 
had no excuse for pleading ignorance of English parameters.12 A Viennese pianist 
playing a six-octave model having to compromise on a few notes in the bass 
(which in the fourth movement mostly constitute the lower part of an octave 
anyway) is one thing, but a London pianist would be irritated (not to mention 
disappointed in her investment) having to constantly adjust Beethoven’s treble 
passages to her instrument.13 Beethoven knew this, and the surprising leeway 

109 fascinating and convincing, I propose a more conservative stance vis-à-vis opus 106. It seems 
unlikely that, immediately upon receiving a brand new instrument, Beethoven wished to bypass 
a perceived piano-technical limitation, the more so because the fourth movement does adopt 
the Broadwood’s c4 top limit. The upper limit of c♯4 for the third-movement Adagio—“low” for a 
six-octave Viennese instrument, but still higher than a five-and-a-half-octave range—functions 
as an appropriate top marker (as the fifth scale degree) of a dark F-sharp minor.

11 It was back in Vienna, with the publication by Artaria and re-dedication to Magdalena von 
Kurzböck of Hob. XVI:52, that he encountered problems. See Chapter Six (“A Contract with 
Posterity”) of my The Virtual Haydn: Paradox of a Twenty-First-Century Keyboardist (Chicago: 
The University of Chicago Press, 2015), 219–54.

12 The four other signees were Frederick Kalkbrenner, John Baptist Cramer, Jacques-Godefroi Fer-
rari, and Charles Knyvett.

13 Before 1819, only one six-and-a-half-octave specimen (with serial number 5362, of 1811) is listed 
in David Hunt’s register of surviving Broadwood grand pianos. See http://homepage.ntlworld.com/
david.hunt7/Broadwood.html, accessed December 2, 2014. Of the 25 extant Nannette Streicher 
grands listed by Michael Latcham between 1807 and 1820, eight have a six-and-a-half-octave 
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he gives Ries in terms of exactly what or how to publish may easily be analyzed 
as compensation for evaded responsibility:

If the sonata is not right for London, then I could send you another, or you could 
leave out the Largo and start the last movement [Stück] with the fugue immediately, 
or [you could have] the first movement, then the Adagio and the Scherzo as third 
movement, leaving out the Largo and Allo risoluto altogether, or you could take 
just the first movement with the Scherzo as the whole sonata. I leave it entirely up 
to you [to do] as you deem best.14

Ries would have had to accept that there was no ideal solution. If, from a keyboard-
compass point of view, one piece was “right for London” (it is not insignificant 
that Beethoven and his generation still used the more flexible term “piece” [Stück] 
rather than “movement”), it was the Largo and Allo risoluto (together the fourth 
movement). But far from “leaving it out altogether,” Ries had it published as a 
separate piece, entitling it Introduction & Fugue. In an additional publication, 
then, he did pick up on Beethoven’s suggestion to bundle the three “Viennese” 
movements as a Grand Sonata for the Piano Forte, including Beethoven’s proposed 
swap of the Adagio and Scherzo. While the Introduction & Fugue remained 
“pure Beethoven” throughout, Ries had no choice but to make a multitude of 
adjustments to the Grand Sonata like the ones shown in Figure 2. Remarkable 
here is that, rather than printing the ossia version above the staff (which would 
follow the contemporary English practice of accommodating those owners of 
pianos “without the added keys”), it is Beethoven’s extended version that is given 
in small print. The result is a publication with compromise written all over it—a 
far-from-ideal Procrustean cohabitation of Beethoven, his newest sonata, and 
the English piano.15

range versus seventeen with a six-octave range. See Michael Latcham, “The development of the 
Streicher Firm of piano builders under the leadership of Nannette Streicher, 1792 to 1823,” in Das 
Wiener Klavier bis 1850, ed. Beatrix Darmstädter, Alfons Huber, and Rudolf Hopfner (Tutzing: 
Hans Schneider, 2007), 68.

14 Letter of March 19, 1819. An offhand comment by Schindler about Moscheles’s wish to borrow 
Beethoven’s Broadwood in 1823 hints to a frustration about keyboard compass that may well have 
started back in 1818: “Beethoven suspects Moscheles of bad intent,” Schindler writes, “because the 
keyboard is too short to be of any use to him.” See Anton Felix Schindler, Beethoven As I Knew 
Him, trans. Constance S. Jolly and ed. Donald W. MarArdle (New York: Dover, 1996), 372. For 
more on Moscheles and Beethoven’s Broadwood, see Tom Beghin, “Three Builders, Two Pianos, 
One Pianist: The Told and Untold Story of Ignaz Moscheles’s Concert on 15 December 1823,” in 
19th-Century Music 23 (2000): 115–48.

15 I deliberately mentioned the Introduction & Fugue first to avoid conceptualizing the double 
English publication as “Part One” and “Part Two.” As Alan Tyson points out, “The two parts of the 
first issue carried no Op. number, or indeed any indication that they were connected with each 
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Beethoven’s impracticality, however, is just as real as Haydn’s practicality. One 
may dismiss the English edition of opus 106 as not being relevant and argue that 
after its Viennese publication (claiming its stake as an “opus”) Beethoven no longer 
needed to care. But this hindsight argument gives in to an ideology of “work” that 
was only starting to emerge. Another argument concerns Beethoven’s relation to 
technology and reality: when it comes to opus 106 specifically, one often hears 
it said that Beethoven “transcended” both.16 But such a teleological view (since 

other.” Interestingly, the re-issue (“probably early 1820”) does include “1st. Part.” and “2nd. Part.” 
on its respective title pages, as well as “OP. 106.” Clearly, also in London, barely two years after 
its initial “English” identity, an “opus” (“the complete 106”) had been born. But the re-issue (it 
should be stressed) keeps the same keyboard-compass adjustments. Tyson, The Authentic English 
Editions of Beethoven, 102, 104.

16 See, for example, Robert Taub’s clever but inaccurate chapter “The Myth of the Authentic Piano,” 
in his Playing the Beethoven Piano Sonatas (Portland, OR: Amadeus Press, 2002), 91. Taking 
opus 106 as evidence toward debunking such a “myth,” Taub takes its “six-and-one-half-octave 
range” (“some seven years before the loan of the Graf piano”) as evidence of Beethoven’s anti- or 
even a-technological vision. Though he is right to say that “at that time no piano known to have 
been at Beethoven’s disposal was able to accommodate both the extreme bass and the extreme 
treble registers he required,” the bi-instrumental reality of Beethoven receiving a new six-octave 

Figure 2 Ludwig van Beethoven, Grand Sonata in B-flat major [without indication of 
opus number] (London: Regent’s Harmonic Institution, 1819), first movement, fragment 
from p. 4.
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“transcending” is here typically equated with a “vision of the future,” including 
the modern-day Steinway) obliterates the “real” stories that featured men and 
their machines (both in plural) and that give the modern-day rhetorically inspired 
performer of opus 106 a lot to play with. This essay tells three such stories, each 
based on my own experience of practicing or performing the sonata and each 
illustrated by video-taped examples on the website for this volume. (Access to 
these video clips is assumed through this essay: I recommend keeping them open 
online while reading this essay.)

But first, I revisit the legend of opus 106: who created it; and who took the bait?

The Stuff of Legends

Jetzt schreibe ich eine Sonate, welche meine größte seyn soll. Die wird den Pianisten 
zu schaffen machen, daß sie sie erst in fünfzig Jahren spielen werden.

I’m writing a sonata now which is going to be my greatest. It will keep the pianist 
busy so that they’ll be able to play it only fifty years hence.

This quote, copied from a recent online concert announcement by a prominent 
organizer, encapsulates a prophecy.17 Beethoven wrote his “greatest” sonata for 
“the pianist,” who represents a whole future generation of pianists. (Beethoven 
indeed shifts from the singular pianist to the plural “they.”) Context for Beethoven’s 
words is variably clarified as “in a letter to Czerny” or “in a letter to Artaria”—the 
suggestion of Beethoven writing (rather than speaking) these words and address-
ing them to two respectable figures (assuming that “Artaria,” also a family-owned 
business, refers to a single person) lends an air of authority or accuracy.

We must begin by separating the two statements: Beethoven did not speak or 
write them in a single breath or stroke. The first is a written-down recollection by 
Carl Czerny in response to a request of Otto Jahn in 1852. The full version reads, 
“Beethoven once told me during a walk to Mödling, ‘I am writing a sonata now 
which is going to be my greatest.’” And explaining the context, Czerny adds: “It 
was opus 106, around 1818.”18 The circumstance—a 10-mile walk from Vienna 

Broadwood makes Beethoven not less but more technology-inspired.
17 See http://www.promusica-hannover.de/2013/04/08/rudolf-buchbinder-beethoven-sonaten-iii/, 

accessed December 3, 2014.
18 “Beethoven sagte mir einst auf einem Spaziergang nach Mödling: ‘Jetzt schreibe ich eine Sonate, 

welche meine Größte seyn soll.’ /: Es war op. 106 um 1819 :/.” Parallel with his work on Mozart, 
the German archaeologist Otto Jahn collected material on Beethoven (although a Beethoven-
biography never materialized). Czerny’s handwritten recollections were eventually published in 
1939 by Georg Schünemann (Neues Beethoven-Jahrbuch 9, with this particular statement on p. 
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to Mödling (where Beethoven liked to spend his summers)—and the dating of 
“around 1818” are entirely plausible: if Beethoven and Czerny walked together 
after April 17 (an important terminus ante quem when it comes to dating opus 
106; see Table 1),19 then Beethoven would have already completed the two first 
movements and would have started work on the third—a timely occasion to 
share his intention for the whole piece.20 In the above version of the legend, I’ve 
copied the popular English translation of “greatest” from Universal Edition, but 
“grandest” would be more accurate. Of all his “grand sonatas”—op. 7, 13, 22, 26, 
28, and 53—Beethoven anticipates opus 106 to become his “grandest.” The label 
of Grande sonate or Grosse Sonate on the title page of opus 106, then, has just as 
much to do with rhetorical intent or with style as with any presumed promise of 
gigantic proportions. (It has become commonplace to view opus 106 as heralding 
Beethoven’s late monumental style, disconnecting it from a tradition of grand 
sonatas for solo piano and associating it instead with large-scale orchestral works 
such as the Ninth Symphony, op. 125 or the Missa solemnis, op. 123.) Czerny 
had played the “Pathétique” Grande sonate as a ten-year old during his audition 
for Beethoven; that Beethoven now whets his 27-year old pupil’s appetite by 
announcing his next sonata as his “grandest” makes perfect sense. Czerny would 
indeed later “work through [opus 106] with [Beethoven] repeatedly,” playing it 
formally for his own students and special guests at his house sometime between 
its publication in September 1819 and 1820, in the presence of Beethoven.21 (To 
further illustrate this point of social propriety: while Beethoven may perfectly 
acceptably have shared the news of a new grand sonata in a private conversation 
with a highly accomplished, male student, imagine a contrario the social faux-pas 
of announcing to some Countess that he was about to write his “easiest” sonata 
ever—Beethoven wrote at least three such sonates faciles: his opus 49 nos. 1 and 
2, and his opus 79.)

The second statement is definitely the more evocative but—alas!—also the 

61), then reprinted and translated as front matter in Carl Czerny, On the Proper Performance of all 
Beethoven’s Works for the Pianoforte, ed. Paul Badura-Skoda (Vienna: Universal Edition, 1970), 7–10.

19 Name Day of Archduke Rudolph, the dedicatee of opus 106.
20 Norbert Gertsch, “Ludwig van Beethovens “Hammerklavier”-Sonate Op. 106: Bemerkungen zur 

Datierung und Bewertung der Quellen,” Bonner Beethoven-Studien 2 (2001): 65.
21 It was Anton Schindler who pointed out this fact for Otto Jahn as a penciled addendum to 

Czerny’s notes. There’s good reason to assume its accuracy. Schindler highlighted this particular 
event—along with that of a Dorothea von Ertmann performance—expressly to downplay Czerny’s 
memory of Beethoven “being present most of the time”: “only two times,” Schindler felt compelled 
to correct. Schünemann, “Czernys Erinnerungen,” 72.
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more flimsy of the two. In 1860 Wilhelm von Lenz set out to dispel the “traditional 
belief that with his opus 106 Beethoven would have wished to outdo Hummel’s 
F-sharp minor Sonata” by arguing that the “difficulties in execution” in Beethoven’s 
sonata concern “the nature of the idea [Idee],” while those in Hummel’s opus 81 
only stem from “passagework [Passage] and effect [Zweck]”; Beethoven, as Lenz 
argues, would not have felt any competition from someone he would at most have 
considered a “fellow guild member” (Zunftgenosse) but certainly not a “spiritual 
equal” (Geistesgenosse). While contemporaries had “praised Hummel’s F-sharp 
minor Sonata to the heavens,” Beethoven’s opus 106 had remained conspicuously 
non-reviewed.22 But for Lenz the contemporary critical silence surrounding 
opus 106 is a compliment rather than a mystery, “and it is thus that the words 
of Beethoven to Artaria are to be understood: ‘There you have a sonata, which 
will keep the pianist busy, which one will play in 50 years.’” ([D]ahin sind die 
Worte Beethovens gegen Artaria zu verstehen: Da haben Sie eine Sonate, die den 
Pianisten zu schaffen machen wird, die man in 50 Jahren spielen wird).”23 In a 
footnote, Lenz reveals his source:

Mortier de Fontaine (in his Notices to his concerts historiques in St. Petersburg 
Dec. 1853) has made public this statement of Beethoven, which was authenticated 
to him in Vienna at Artaria.24

The statement itself (referred to by Lenz as a “prophecy that has literally come 
true,” even though 1860 was still eight years short of the sonata’s fiftieth birthday) 
is a slight variation of what was quoted before—no surprise, one may say, since 
we’re dealing with an oral tradition that had been kept alive (so it appears) by the 
firm of Artaria. “Someone there” (since we are not told who exactly) communi-
cated the statement to the French-Polish-Russian pianist Henri-Louis-Stanislas 
Mortier de Fontaine, who included it as part of his liner notes to his concerts 
historiques in 1853. Nor does it need to surprise us that the reputation of de 
Fontaine, who in that same year of 1853 happened to settle in Saint Petersburg 
(the city where Wilhelm von Lenz also resided), rested specifically on playing 
opus 106 in public—a reputation ridiculed by a contemporary London critic:

22 While the AmZ published reviews of each of Beethoven’s three last sonatas (op. 109, op. 110, and 
op. 111), there was none of opus 106. See Wayne M. Senner, with Robin Wallace and William 
Meredith, eds., The Critical Reception of Beethoven’s Compositions by His German Contemporaries, 
vol. 2 (Lincoln and London: University of Nebraska Press, 2001), 4–5.

23 Wilhelm von Lenz, Beethoven: Eine Kunst-Studie (Hamburg: Hoffmann & Campe, 1860), 4:32.
24 Mortier de Fontaine (Notizen zu seinen concerts historiques. St. Petersburg Dec. 1853) hat diesen 

Ausspruch Beethovens, der ihm in Wien bei Artaria verbürgt wurde, der Oeffentlichkeit übergeben. 
Ibid.
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By the way, Herr Mortier de Fontange (or de Fontaine) is the man of whom it has 
been said, for the last twenty years, that “he is reported to have played the ‘Op. 106’ 
of Beethoven, but that no one come-at-able had ever heard him.” This is no more 
than the truth. Herr Mortier is “reported to have played the Op. 106” somewhere, 
but no one knows where, and before somebody, but no one knows who. Herr 
Rellstab said as much in an article.25

Interestingly, the journalist is not questioning the statement itself, but rather the 
pretentiousness of it vis-à-vis concert-going audiences. Who cares, we hear him 
think, and it is not extreme pianistic difficulty that is not cared about, but the 
idea (as fostered in German intellectual circles) that one should somehow try 
and understand especially Beethoven’s late music: “A man who knows everything 
in Beethoven, just as an educated German carries his Schiller and Goethe about 
with him in his head and ears, knows absolutely nothing of the spiritual nature 
most peculiar to [Beethoven], if he is not acquainted with the sonatas, quartets, 
symphonies, and masses beyond Op. 100.”26 It is German pretentiousness—the 
claim that if you don’t understand Beethoven’s late music, you don’t understand 
him at all—that this English critic resents.

Legend aside—and along with it the urge to award a badge of honor to the first 
performer of opus 106—we find three remarkable testimonials in Beethoven’s 
Conversation Books, which are by default the source closest to the composer:27

1. (Joseph Czerny tells Beethoven on Nov. 24, 1819:) Zmeskal[l] listens to no 
music anymore except your Sonate op 106, which I played for him a few times 
already.

2. (Joseph Czerny, between Nov. 30 and Dec. 8, 1819:) Mrs. Streicher has been 

25 The remainder of the article, in which the journalist continues to ridicule German superiority, is 
quite hilarious. The Musical World 39, no. 10 (March 9, 1861): 154.

26 Ibid., 153, quoting, translating and ridiculing an excerpt from “the little Munich paper” Neueste 
Nachrichten aus dem Gebiete der Politik (Dec. 6, 1860, 4156), announcing Mortier de Fontaine’s 
pending arrival in Munich from St. Petersburg. The lengthy announcement alludes to de Fontaine’s 
reputation of playing the Riesensonate (op. 106), “which Hr. Mortier as the first has dared to play 
publicly in Germany, with greatest success—an achievement which perhaps is his greatest.”

27 The competition of “first performer” usually skips Carl Czerny’s house concert ca. 1820 in favor 
of Franz Liszt’s public and heavily advertised performance at the Paris Salle Érard in 1836 and 
Mortier de Fontaine’s “sometime” and “somewhere.” See Kenneth Hamilton, After the Golden 
Age: Romantic Pianism and Modern Performance (New York: Oxford University Press, 2008), 42. 
My point is that looking for a “first” performer—when defined as first public performer—is to 
ascribe to the notion of a legend. For what it’s worth, if de Fontaine were indeed the first by 1836 
(the year of Liszt’s performance), he would have been twenty years of age; Liszt was twenty-four 
at that time, and C. Czerny turned twenty-nine in 1820.
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practicing your newest sonata for 3 months already and still can’t play the first 
movement. Mostly she complains about the beginning: 8

  3
  b b  -  -

3. (A publisher, perhaps someone from Artaria, between March 6 and 10, 1820—so 
still only six and a half months later:) Out of curiosity the sonata is desired also 
in Milan, though nobody there can play such a thing.28

Nicolaus von Zmeskall, bedridden with chronic arthritis, was a passionate 
music lover and a connoisseur of pianos: he had negotiated with Anton Walter 
on Beethoven’s behalf back in 1803 and assumed a similar consulting role on 
piano-related matters for other members of the Viennese aristocracy.29 Joseph 
Czerny, not related to Carl, was the piano teacher of Beethoven’s nephew Carl. 
He had played opus 106 “a few times already”—barely three months after the 
initial publication in September of 1819. Also Nannette Streicher, prominent 
piano builder and friend of Beethoven, attempts to play the sonata as soon as 
it appears, demonstrative of a habit, perhaps, of trying out anything new by 
Beethoven on one of her pianos. But note the frustration: after three long months, 
she may have to give up, surely not just because of the difficult opening jump 
in the left hand, specified in J. Czerny’s handwritten note through figured bass 
notation (with the German “b” standing for B♭, and 8 and 3 swapped). Finally, 
as far away as Milan, people are eager to check out the score—even if nobody 
is actually capable of playing it. These early “existences” of opus 106, I would 
argue, not only refute an alleged “prophecy” on Beethoven’s part, but also point 
to alternative ways of engaging with a giant sonata.30

28 Karl-Heinz Köhler and Grita Herre, with Günter Brosche, eds., Ludwig van Beethovens Konver-
sationshefte vol. 1 (Leipzig: VEB Deutscher Verlag für Musik, 1972), 92, 109, 313.

29 Rita Steblin, “Beethovens Beziehungen zu Wiener Klavierbauern um 1800 im Licht neuer 
Dokumente der Familie Brunswick,” in Das Wiener Klavier bis 1850, ed. Beatrix Darmstädter, 
Alfons Huber, and Rudolf Hopfner (Tutzing: Hans Schneider, 2007), 77; Michael Ladenburger, 
“Beethoven und die Familie Streicher,” in Beethoven und die Wiener Klavierbauer Nannette und 
Andreas Streicher, ed. Uta Goebl-Streicher, Jutta Streicher, and Michael Ladenburger (Bonn: Verlag 
Beethoven-Haus), 80.

30 One might proclaim Joseph Czerny as some kind of winner (because of all the pianists discussed 
so far he clearly was the first to perform the complete sonata for someone) but doing so would be 
to re-enliven the legend—and why should the struggling Nannette Streicher have to be excluded?
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Story No. 1: Two-Handed Wizardry 
(First Movement)

Example 1 shows what Nannette Streicher or Joseph Czerny would have seen 
when opening their Artaria score, sitting (for argument’s sake) at their respective 
six-octave pianos. In September of 1819, Streicher would have been 50 years old; 
Czerny 35—meaning that Streicher (Beethoven’s senior by one year) would have 
spent the much larger portion of her keyboard-playing life at a five-octave instru-
ment, while both would have witnessed an expansion to five-and-a-half-octave 
pianos from ca. 1800, and for a decade or so would have grown accustomed to 
six-octave instruments.31 Harmonically, we’re looking at a long stretch in the 
home key of B-flat major (mm. 1–36) giving way (with excitement, in m. 38) to 
a second key area of G major; more tightly in G then by an added seventh to the 
dominant in m. 41 and more saliently still in m. 45. This third relationship from 
tonic to major submediant creates in Charles Rosen’s words “a clash between B♭ 
and B♮, and the rest of the work exploits that on a large scale.” Rosen considers 
the whole first page as “a set of expansions.”32 These take their cue from what Eric 
Blom has called an “imperious gesture,”33 bringing an emphatic 3̂ in the highest 
voice down to 1̂ through an extended, fanfare-like figure. This figure is made 
somewhat awkward in the right hand by the added neighbor tone (a half step 
up to e♭3): you have to shift your hand up and down, very fast, playing the high 
e♭3 with your little finger. You repeat this presentational idea, one third higher, 
but this time you prepare your fingering and you play the high Fs with 4 so you 
can play neighbor g3 with a 5. Even with this bodily anticipation g3 feels high: a 
significant whole step higher than the old five-octave range, which in your brain 
still functions as a barrier of some sort.34

Example 2 shows Beethoven’s sketch, copied by Gustav Nottebohm from 
Beethoven’s “Boldrini” sketchbook (now lost). Intriguingly, it does not matter 
whether one reads it in soprano clef (starting with D) or treble clef (starting with 

31 I’m here following the statistics of extant Streicher pianos as recorded in Latcham, “The Develop-
ment of the Streicher firm,” 68.

32 Charles Rosen, Beethoven’s Piano Sonatas: A Short Companion (New Haven and London: Yale 
University Press, 2002), 222, 220.

33 Eric Blom, Beethoven’s Pianoforte Sonatas Discussed (New York: Da Capo Press, 1968), 205.
34 The corresponding video recording on the website is made using a replica of a six-and-a-half-

octave Streicher of 1808, with production number 736, or (according to Latcham’s graph; see n. 
31) the earliest extant Streicher fortepiano with the expanded range. When assessing the video 
examples, I ask the reader to ignore the lowest notes (i.e., anything lower than FF). 
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F): both reveal an equally strong thematic link with opus 106. The assumption 
of the key of B-flat major makes sense too, especially if Beethoven intended this 
theme for some un-materialized vocal work “first carried out” (by a soloist?) 
and “later [by] four-voice choir” (as per Beethoven’s handwritten indication 
below the staff). If the link between sketch and the fanfare theme of opus 106 
is real, then the congratulatory words Vivat, vivat, vivat Rudolphus (“long live 
[x3] Rudolph”) likewise confirm that an intent to dedicate the sonata to Rudolph 
of Austria would have existed from the outset—a fact alluded to by Beethoven 
in his letter of March 3, 1819, addressed to Rudolph (see Table 1): the two first 
movements had been written “for Your Imperial Highness’s Name Day last year,” 
by or around April 17, 1818. But the connection with the Archduke becomes 
stronger still when we consider that the continuation phrase (mm. 5–8) also has 
a Rudolph-related origin: it is clearly mapped on the four-measure sentence “O 
Hoffnung” (WoO 200) that Beethoven had set as an assignment for variations 
to his aristocratic composition pupil in early 1818 (exactly when Beethoven was 
at work on the first movement): “O hope! You steal the heart [and] drive away 
pain”—an allusion perhaps to Rudolph’s poor health.35 Example 3 juxtaposes 
Beethoven’s “assignment theme” (here transposed from G to B-flat major) and its 
manifestation in opus 106 (with the lower voice adjusted for easier comparison).36

One could argue that the whole opening period of opus 106 is in fact an 
expansion of this theme: the march-like, dotted rhythm of the original four-bar 
assignment defines the fanfare of the Vivat Rudolphus presentational ideas (first 

35 Rudolph suffered from epilepsy, gout, and rheumatism, preventing him from practicing the piano 
regularly from 1814, when he was twenty-six. See Susan Kagan, Archduke Rudolph, Beethoven’s 
Patron, Pupil, and Friend: His Life and Music (Stuyvesant: Pendragon Press, 1988), 5.

36 On Beethoven’s recommendation, Rudolph’s Forty Variations were published shortly after opus 
106 in late 1819, with the following title page (here translated): “Assignment / composed by 
Ludwig van Beethoven, / varied forty times / and dedicated to its author / by his pupil / R. E. H. 
[Rudolph Erzherzog].” Considering Beethoven’s arrogant behavior toward Haydn (not identifying 
himself as “pupil” on the title page of his opus 2 Sonatas) this overtly Beethoven-reverent title 
page is most ironic. (Beethoven suggested it almost verbatim himself!) See Archduke Rudolph of 
Austria, Forty Variations on a Theme by Beethoven, ed. Susan Kagan (Madison, WI: A-R Editions, 
Inc., 1992), ix.

Vi vat

dieses anfangs durchgeführt u. später 4stimmiger Chor

- ru dol- phus-

˙ œ Œ ˙ œ Œ ˙ œ œ ˙ ˙

Example 2 Ludwig van Beethoven, excerpt from Boldrini sketchbook (lost before 1900), 
transcribed from Gustav Nottebohm, Zweite Beethoveniana (Leipzig: Verlag von C. F. 
Peters, 1887), 127.
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on 3̂, then on 5̂, both scale degrees prolonging the tonic) and the continuation 
phrase (again starting on the tonic and 3̂) not only keeps the complete melodic 
and harmonic contour of the “O Hoffnung” theme, but also connects with it 
expressively. The whole opening period, in other words, extends a single refer-
ence to his patron, friend, and pupil. Is Beethoven speaking to the Archduke 
in some way?

Or shouting? Example 4 isolates the sonata’s opening gesture (mm. 1–2)—
hands-down Beethoven’s most assertive of all his piano sonatas—fortissimo.37 At 
first sight, after a first impetus by the left hand (the infamous jump), the right 
hand joins and takes charge of a fanfare-like characteristic figure. (This is how 
one usually hears this opening performed: as a single massive gesture.) But as 
we look more closely, we notice that Beethoven specifies dynamics for each 
of the hands—an old notational custom known to us through Mozart’s piano 
sonatas, applied also by Beethoven to the beginnings of his Sonatas, op. 10, no. 
1, op. 90, and op. 111. Beethoven’s split focus continues: he marks the melodic 
figure with five staccato dots again for each of the hands. Why only five instead 
of six dots? Exactly what constitutes the sonata’s first melodic figure? Or, more 
to the point, exactly how long is the sonata’s upbeat? I would suggest anything 
before Beethoven’s first dot. That is, both left and right hands contribute to the 
construction of an expanded upbeat that unfolds a wide sonic space from the 
lowest BB♭ over d1 (this is the left hand’s contribution), then on to d2 and d3 (the 
right hand’s lowest and highest notes)—or together four octaves plus a third, by 

37 The only other assertive major-key opening among Beethoven’s piano sonata output is his Sonatina 
in G major, op. 79. His minor-key dramatic sonatas (op. 10 no. 1, op. 13, and op. 111; interestingly 
all in C minor) start with forte only.

{ O Hoff nung- o Hoff nung- du stählst die Her zen- ver trei- best- die Schmer zen.-

Andante
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Example 3 Ludwig van Beethoven, (a) “O Hoffnung,” WoO 200, assignment of theme 
for variations by Archduke Rudolph, transposed from G major to B-flat major; (b) 
Piano Sonata in B-flat major, op. 106, first movement, mm. 5–8, rewritten to match “O 
Hoffnung.”
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far the largest span with which Beethoven opened any sonata. With 3̂ on top, 
the effect of this massive unfolding of what could have been a single eighth-note 
upbeat is assertively “open.” “Expansiveness” is the immediate message, and it is 
from this wash of sound that the five-fold staccato-marked exclamation emerges 
on the “good” part of the first measure’s second half,38 coinciding exactly—and 
metrically correctly—with / Ví-vat Ru / -dól-phus /. Its purest form—on a single 
repeated ̂3 followed by a falling third—is enunciated by the left hand’s tenor. The 
right hand, however, incorporates an upward inflection to neighbor E♭3, the same 
we found in Beethoven’s sketch (Example 2), but here shifted to the good part 
of the fourth beat, creating something of a vocal tongue-twister on the second 
syllable of “Ví- vat”—analogous to the described pianistic difficulty of having to 
shift one’s little finger to grab the adjacent black key. Even so, the visual reference 
of the staccato dots conveys an almost-perfect match for an easily imagined (and 
from the Archduke’s perspective, one presumes, easily understood) congratulatory 
exclamation. The assumption here is that Beethoven’s sketch reflects a familiar 
salute to Rudolph, intimately shared by master and pupil. From a score-editorial 
point of view, it may be surprising not to see the staccato dots repeated in mm. 
3–4—see Example 1—but their absence at an analogous spot actually enhances 
the interpretation of a singular clue: repeating it would take away from the 
fun—and the cleverness.

The broader point, however, is the remarkable division between two inde-
pendent hands—each impressive on their own, their top voices reinforcing one 
another in unison exactly two octaves apart. The “Hoffnung” continuation phrase 
continues the theme of “expansiveness.” While the right hand stays within the 

38 I use the old terminology of “good” vs. “bad” for metrically strong vs. metrically weak.

Vi   -   vat   Ru   -   dol  -  phus!

3̂

Example 4 Ludwig van Beethoven, Sonata in B-flat major, op. 106, first movement, mm. 
1–2.
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same register, the left hand goes all the way down. (Compare my “normalized” 
version in Example 3 with Beethoven’s in Example 1.) The long slur, which I 
understand as quintessentially Viennese, implies an extremely long diminuendo, 
and the sustained need to carefully connect one note after the other is relaxed 
only just before the cadence starts in m. 8, or two octaves down from f1 to F. 
The following transitional phrase (mm. 9–16) picks up the “Hoffnung” theme 
one octave higher and builds toward an exploding full authentic cadence in 
m. 17. For the left hand again, this means four octaves down from f2 (which is 
exceptionally high for a left hand, requiring unusual twisting of the wrist) all 
the way down to the lowest key on the keyboard.

Elsewhere in this volume, Michael Pecak describes mm. 27ff. as a “red flag” 
moment, where we appear to “overshoot” a root-position tonic. Instead of a I-
chord, which would have yielded a firm platform for a confident half cadence on 
the dominant, we find ourselves entangled in a V6/4-chord and, tumbling down 
from high to low through a long series of sforzando appoggiaturas (mm. 27–30), 
we are forced to accept the loss in energy when we do arrive at the root-position 
dominant in m. 31. But in spite of the “frustration” involved in such re-routing 
(explained in detail by Pecak from a structural-harmonic point of view), from an 
embodied, pianistic perspective, there’s something inexplicably soothing about 
playing the understated dominant. When I hammer out the appoggiaturas in mm. 
27–30, I feel sheer panic, physiologically caused by the sudden parallel motion 
of naked octaves in the two hands, worsened by my left hand limping behind my 
right. Both hands are forced out of their usual territory, left hand starting high 
and right ending low—forcing me to twist both wrists at incongruent moments 
of the long run. When my hands do land on the dominant in m. 31—finally 
“allowed” to play single tones that are a comfortable three octaves apart—my 
sense of “left” and “right” also feels restored. I feel re-balanced at the keyboard. 
All those Fs—themselves friendly roots of the dominant—give me a chance to 
reground, each of my hands suddenly feeling at peace after all the twisting (even 
as I pay close attention to hitting those individual notes accurately and softly—an 
intellectual focus I now actually find easy and satisfying).39 Furthermore, after 
all the previous stretching (being pulled left and right, in all possible directions), 
my hands now feel as if they have each doubled in size—like two gigantic paws 
that take control of the two sides of the keyboard, each hand spanning not one 
but two octaves—forming the old, well-known five-octave span. (So far, we’ve 

39 The best analogy I can think of is that of a moment of rest (or “meditation”) after a series of chal-
lenging yoga exercises.
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gone up to five-and-a-half octaves, with the high c4 in m. 27 as the first of those 
“panicky” appoggiaturas. It will be in a next section starting in m. 47, after 
anchoring the second key area of G in m. 45, that we will “unfold” the final next 
span of the keyboard, from c4 to f4.)

My hypothesis is this. Beethoven’s ambition for expansiveness (one that 
he gleefully shared with his pupil C. Czerny) is similar to that of a four-hand 
sonata—something that in his better days Beethoven might actually have played 
with the Archduke. Initially made to regret she doesn’t have four hands (recall 
Nannette Streicher’s frustration), the pianist, through extended twisting followed 
by that sudden moment of focus and repose, is led to accept she has only two 
hands, and gains confidence through the process. She will need this confidence for 
the music-box cascades in mm. 47ff. to even work. Having two hands constantly 
take over from one another while steering out of each other’s way is technically 
difficult enough: on the downbeat of m. 49 the pianist is forced to choose between 
the musical value of the slur (to connect a series of four-note circling figures) and 
what is mechanically possible (for the fourth note of the first figure, for example, 
the left hand must get out of the way for the right to take over). But with this 
compromise, to be carefully rationalized and practiced, and to be executed using 
the damper-free, pantalon-like register of the piano, it is possible to play the 
passage with two hands. (By connecting the foregoing narrative to the suggestion 
of Mrs. Streicher as a player, I plant the seed for what will be the theme of my 
second story—the symbiosis of human and technological mechanisms: one may 
imagine Streicher continuing to fine-tune her piano action while practicing.) 

 Example 5 shows a sample of what a four-hand version would have looked 
like. At the outset, this version is entirely plausible, convincing even, as the player 
sitting at the bottom can clearly intone Vivat Rudolphus as the top notes of his 
right hand: the additional staccato dots in the middle register now make a lot of 
sense. Similarly, the transitional passage in mm. 17–26 allows for the bottom left 
hand to make explicit an already implied drum bass: there’s lots of excitement in 
the website performance that features Michael Pecak at the bottom and me at the 
top—secundo player providing the drive and harmonic support while the primo 
player can simply drop in octaves with a third, comfortably divided between 
hands and conform to a Viennese four-handed texture of the kind one finds in 
Schubert, for example. But ultimately, our four hands start getting in each others’ 
way—and not just from pianist to pianist, but also internally between our own 
left and right hands: we literally start looking like a four-handed “monster.”40

40 In reference to Adrian Daub’s book, reviewed in this volume. A four-hand arrangement of opus 
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The incentive to even contemplate this kind of four-hand reality came from 
another Grande sonate: the one pour le Piano-Forte à quatre mains, op. 47 by 
Ignaz Moscheles, written in 1816 and published by Artaria around the same 
time as Beethoven’s opus 106.41 There are some striking similarities (see Example 
6): we find the same expansiveness at the outset, featuring an identical span of 
four octaves plus a third, but here struck by four hands simultaneously instead 
of by two hands consecutively; with some goodwill, we may observe a similar 
Ru-dol-phus exclamation at the respective ends of the two opening phrases (see 
my annotations in the example); and the same division of labor (rhythmic/har-
monic drive in the left hand, melodic filling in the right, though less clearly than 
in the Beethoven example) occurs from m. 13 onward, at the same transitional 
juncture of this opening sonata movement. Figure 3 shows the title pages side 
by side of Moscheles’s opus 47 and Beethoven’s opus 106 in French and German 
respectively.42 We detect a strikingly similar layout, not the least because of a 
common dedication to Archduke Rudolph. Now, we know that Beethoven was 
prone to jealousy, especially towards a younger virtuoso like Moscheles, whose 
Grande sonate the Archduke might have been raving about, making it even 
worse.43 Moscheles, for his part, did rave about Archduke Rudolph’s musicianship, 
noting in his diary that the Archduke “played [the sonata] in musician-like style 
at first sight with him.”44 Back in 1814, Beethoven had already asked the then 
twenty-year Moscheles to arrange his opera Fidelio for piano—a reduction then 
published by Artaria and dedicated to Rudolph of Austria.45 These recurring 

106 was in fact prepared by Carl Friedrich Ebers and published by Maurice Westphal (Berlin, 
1834). While our experiment is conceived as a version for “one-pianist-with-four-hands,” Ebers 
caters to two pianists, giving each of them thicker and more “orchestral” parts—fueling the nar-
rative of “a piano sonata wishing to be a symphony.” Felix Weingartner arranged for exactly that, 
recording an orchestration of opus 106 in 1925.

41 The work list in the Grove Music Online entry on Moscheles (by Jerome Roche and Henry Roche, 
accessed January 19, 2015) gives 1819; the British Library catalog gives 1820.

42 Less known in the literature on the Grosse Sonate für das Hammerklavier is that Artaria published 
an alternative French title page, with text identical to Moscheles’s opus 47.

43 On Beethoven’s jealousy of younger colleagues, see my “Three Builders, Two Pianos, One Pianist,” 
131–32.

44 Charlotte Moscheles, Life of Moscheles, with Selections from his Diaries and Correspondence, trans. 
A. D. Coleridge (London: Hurst and Blackett, 1873), 1:23.

45 The piano reduction proper is advertised as “by Moscheles” and without dedication; the title page 
of the piano reduction with voices indicates only Beethoven as the author and has the dedication 
to Rudolph; see the Digital Archives of the Beethoven-Haus Bonn, http://www.beethoven-haus-
bonn.de, accessed January 15, 2015.
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connections—pointing to a triangle of men with a shared passion for pianism 
and composition—raise the question of a causal connection between the two 
grand sonatas. Moscheles’s is a grande sonate à quatre mains—was Beethoven’s 
a plus grande sonate . . . à deux mains?

Story No. 2: Battle with the Back-Check 
(Second Movement)

Additional photographs posted on the website 
illustrate this section of the essay.

A “back-check” (or “hammer-check” or simply “check”) is the part of a single-
escapement Viennese piano action that catches a falling hammer, keeping it 
from bouncing freely and allowing the player to re-strike (or “repeat”) the key 
as soon and as confidently as possible. (It can be located in Figure 4 as the part 
at the bottom right of the hammer—the latter in engaged position, about to hit 
the string; on this particular model, built by Chris Maene for experimentation 
and measurement, the individual back-check is removable.) Considering the 
Scherzo and all those repeated notes (circled or boxed in Example 7), it is clear 
that we need such a back-check.46 If we include the double octaves at the final 

46 Nannette Streicher adopted a back-check in her pianos only by 1805—stubbornly late, but long 
before the date of opus 106. Still, her erstwhile reluctance (resisting pressure from pianists who 

Figure 4 Model of a Viennese prell-action for measurement and experimentation, built 
by Chris Maene (2014). Photo by the author.
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cadence (in mm. 29–30 and again mm. 45–46 for the repeat), we count no less 
than 36 instances of repeated tones—and these are only the top notes. The boxed 
octaves—safely apart from one another and to be played forte—are, of course, the 
easiest. As grounding gestures they reconnect with the sensation of two powerful 
hands that the pianist generated during the first movement. Here, after a whole 
series of repeated notes she gets to play them either as some kind of “reward,” if 
everything has gone well so far (“yay!”), or as a healthy expression of frustration 
(“grrr…”), if things did not turn out the way she had wished—or practiced for.

A striking feature when setting out to learn the Scherzo’s repetition figures are 
the mostly four-note chords at the outset—a challenging texture (to be played 
lightly, furthermore) sustained for the entire first fourteen bars (or the two runs 
of the scherzo’s a-phrase). There’s a mirroring pattern between the two hands: in 
mm. 1–3, both hands have finger 3 move to 5 and back, while the left incorporates 
the complication of having to make a stop on 4 on the way back from 5 to 3. 
Hand-mechanically, these multi-finger constellations force the pianist to lock 
her wrist and play with fingers only—they are the hand-technical equivalent, 
one might argue, of Kalkbrenner’s “machine designée sous le nom de guide-main 

in the 1790s might have preferred the pianos of Anton Walter for this particular reason) offers 
an interesting perspective on Nannette’s double identity, as player and as builder: without back-
check, you force the player to not play fast and loud. See Michael Latcham, “The Check in Some 
Early Pianos and the Development of Piano Technique around the Turn of the Century,” Early 
Music 21, no. 1 (Feb. 1993): 38.

Figure 5 Frédéric Kalkbrenner’s guide-main propre à faciliter l’étude du piano (“hand-
guide meant to facilitate the studying of piano”) as indicated on his Brevet d’invention et 
de perfectionnement; INPI 1BA3749.
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 [hand-guide] pour le forte-piano,” patented in 1831 and shown in Figure 5. The 
machine consists of a wooden rail screwed in above the keyboard for resting your 
wrist on so that you are forced to practice with fingers only.47 When Beethoven 
in m. 14 (for the b-phrase) relaxes this “hand-guiding” principle (right hand 
now playing parallel thirds, allowing for the wrist to help out), he builds in a few 
moments of rest—physiological as well as harmonic—on this dominant pedal.

Table 2 yields more statistics. Through the A-part of the scherzo (mm. 1–46), 
the pianist is forced to test the repetitive capability of every single key of a B-flat-
major diatonic scale, spread out over two octaves, for an average of twice per 
key. Now, whenever I get ready to perform opus 106 in public, especially with 
this scherzo in mind, I make sure during the days ahead that my back-check 
is optimally positioned—that is, as high as possible—and that all other action 
parts are as loose and smooth as can be. It is this piano-technological anxiety 
that informed a scientific experiment, carried out in collaboration with Robert 

47 The invention is part of the database of the French INPI (Institut national de la propriété indus-
trielle); see http://bases-brevets19e.inpi.fr/, accessed January 16, 2015.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
1. b♭1  1x 
2. c2  1x 
3. d2  4x  
4. e♭2  5x 
5. f2  3x  
6. g2  1x  
7. a2  2x 
8. b♭2  2x at the end: as a reward or to convey frustration 
9. c3  1x 
10. d3  3x  
11a. e♭3 3x 
11b. e3  1x  
12. f3  3x  
13. g3  1x  
14. a3  1x 
15. b♭3  1x at the end: as a reward or to convey frustration 
 
Extra: d1 (1x), e♭1 (1x), a1 (1x) 
 
TOTAL: 36 repetitions 

 
 
 
 Table 2 Single-note repetitions in the second movement (Scherzo) of opus 106, mm. 1–46.
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Giglio at the Centre for Interdisciplinary Research in Music Media and Technol-
ogy (Montreal, July 2014).

Using a Viennese prell-action model, I was to play alternate runs of single-note 
repetitions on the pitch f2, first using a “bad” finger (5), then a “good” finger (3), 
in “poor” conditions and “optimized” conditions, both “with” and “without” the 
use of back-check, the latter sitting either “low” or “high” (see Table 3 for these 
various parameters). I improvised a version of Kalkbrenner’s “guide-main” (a 
little cardboard box on which to rest my wrist) and made sure that my elbow 
sat slightly higher than the natural keys.48 I used three tools to “optimize” condi-
tions: (1) baby powder to lubricate the beak of the hammer, smoothening the 
contact point with the escapement as well as the balance point of the key; (2) a 
screwdriver to adjust the “let-off ” point of the hammer (we want the hammer 
to escape, i.e., to start falling back, at a point as close to the string as possible)49; 
(3) reverse pliers to open up the brass Kapsel so the hammer can pivot as freely 
as possible—but not so freely that it creates an annoying clicking noise.

Finally, when using the back-check, we can play it safe and have the hammer 
sit low, or we can take a risk and push the back-check in to make the hammer 
sit as high as possible—the idea being that the sooner the hammer is caught on 
its way down, the sooner you can be ready to strike again. However, the risk of a 
too high back-check is that the ascending hammer would start rubbing against 
it, or be stuck altogether. In other words, the line between “optimal” and “non-
playable” is very thin indeed—and this is very relevant here: our hypothesis was 
that a pianist’s mechanism and piano technology, in combination, have to be 
challenged to the extreme in order for the Scherzo of opus 106 to just “work.”

High-speed video of 24 runs (to accommodate all the combinations just 

48 As prescribed in Kalkbrenner, Méthode, 21
49 The practical guideline is one millimeter below the string.

 
1. Play and repeat a single pitch f2, using a prell-action model 
2. Use alternately a “bad” finger (5) and a “good” finger (3) 
3. Always play three runs of single repeated notes, in the same conditions 
4. Change these conditions for each run, for each of the fingers: 

a. “poor” (with a slightly sluggish pivot of the hammer, unadjusted let-off 
point, etc.) 

b. “optimized” 
i. without the use of a back-check 

ii. with the use of a back-check 
1. sitting “low” 
2. sitting “high” 

Table 3 Parameters of the “battle-with-the-back-check” experiment.
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described) yielded the results given in Table 4. The numbers convey the time 
lapse between the first to the second tone (“ta-ta”) represented in milliseconds. 
Trial Nos. 1 and 9 (in bold) represent my “best” and “worst” results respectively. 

There’s no surprise when it comes to analyzing my worst (No. 1): the slowest 
repetition occurred with my bad finger (my little finger) as the first trial in poor 
conditions. The great surprise, however, was that my fastest speed occurred not 
with the use of a back-check, but on my third run with optimized conditions 
without the back-check (No. 9): 98.55 milliseconds is my absolute record. Interest-
ingly, it materialized as the last of a three-trial run, which featured a consistent 
decrease in time, so the element of having to adjust to the existing technological 
conditions seems essential. (Might we call this process of adjustment “practicing”?) 
Puzzling, however, is that I obtained this result with my bad finger, whereas my 
good finger (Nos. 10–12 in the same box) yielded a pretty consistent but also 
rather mediocre result. Somehow (now in the more subjective domain of self-
analysis), the confidence of using my “good finger” did not pay off, at least not 
in these circumstances. On the other hand—and this was an intriguing moment 
in the actual experimentation process—at the very end, with the back-check, 
I insisted, again with a sense of self-confidence, that I try “one last time” with 
my good finger, in the best possible circumstances. I hadn’t been pleased with 
my last result (No. 24), which in my mind should have been my fastest run ever 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Poor conditions 
 
“bad” finger  “good” finger 
 
1. 156.22  4. 143.78 
2. 144.26   5. 131.34 
3. 105.85  6. 114.86 
 
 

Optimized conditions, no back-check 
 
“bad” finger  “good” finger 
 
7. 120.68  10. 120.19 
8. 114.54  11. 119.39 
9. 98.55  12. 124.23 
 

114.8626817 
 
5. 131.3408724 
 

Optimized conditions, back-check low 
 
“bad” finger  “good” finger 
 
13. 120.52  16. 99.19 
14. 109.53  17. 119.06 
15. 113.57  18. 103.07 

Optimized conditions, back-check high 
 
“bad” finger  “good” finger 
 
19. 103.72  22. 107.59 
20. 102.10  23. 103.55 
21. 112.28  24. 114.70 
 
   25. failed 
   26. 101.61 

Table 4 Results of the “battle-with-the-back-check” experiment: times (in milliseconds) 
for 26 single-note repetitions.
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(Nos. 22 and 23 had indeed been reasonably consistent and relatively fast). But 
what happened became the cause of argument and discussion between me, as 
the pianist-performer and instigator of the experiment, and my graduate student 
Robert, who represented the organologist-scientist.50 This extra run (No. 25) 
ended up as outright failure: I did not get any repetition at all. So we did it again, 
and No. 26 is quite fast, but not my fastest: it is my third fastest, to be precise.

The point is this. The experiment ended up covering 26 trials, including 
the two extra ones. The variety of circumstances for each trial (psychological, 
neurological, technological, pianistic-mechanical) might well be similar to a 
real-life run of 36 repetitions during an actual performance of the opus 106 
scherzo on 18 piano keys in various states of regulation—and this “battle” (the 
opponent of which I have pinpointed as the back-check) is what I propose the 
rhetoric of the Scherzo to be about: a leveling between man and machine. Three 
slow-motion video clips posted on the website (corresponding to the three results 
discussed above and recorded with a Qualisys motion capture camera) reveal with 
remarkable clarity the details of this man vs. machine interaction. In video clip 
No. 1 (poor conditions, bad finger, worst result), there’s human hesitancy first: I 
am slightly touching the key in advance, for no particular reason except anxious 
anticipation. After striking the hammer for the first time, the escapement lever 
wobbles back and forth, and the hammer bounces up and down. There’s little if 
any synchronicity between finger and action-part movements.51 Video clip No. 
9, by contrast (optimized conditions, bad finger, no back-check, best result), 
shows me “pull” the hammer (to describe the behavior of the escapement lever 
in the back) with a speed that allows the escapement lever to remain almost 
inexplicably still—there’s no wobbling as a result, and when I re-strike the hammer 
I am capable of joining the upward motion beautifully: the first after-bounce of 
the hammer and its re-catapulting are synchronized to perfection, the one event 
benefiting from the other. Video clip No. 26, finally, presents my final trial, with 
the back-check sitting high, “on paper” yielding the best possible circumstance. 
One notices an athlete-like concentration at the beginning (I take all the time 

50 The argument did not so much concern the additional opportunity I was asking to have, but 
the question of how to account statistically for these additional runs. After I suggested simply 
exchanging No. 26 for No. 24 (invoking human error on my part), Robert (rightly) insisted that 
this would alter and falsify scientific data. We both concluded that to tell the full story (including 
the failure of No. 25) was the best way to proceed for the purposes of this essay. (A more detailed 
statistical analysis will be presented elsewhere.)

51 For all the runs I left my finger on the key after the second (repeated) strike, which explains why 
hammer and escapement do not return to locked position at the end of the video clips.
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allotted to me to focus on that “perfect” moment of muscle movement). There’s 
some wobbling of the escapement lever, but it is kept under control thanks to the 
back-check that immobilizes the hammer as quickly as possible. Of the three, 
it is the one clip that shows efficiency both in man and machine—“will” taking 
over from “chance”—but without that “natural” smoothness (and amazingly 
fortunate efficiency) that one so admires in clip No. 9.

But determination does not always pay off—there’s a fine line between “the 
best” and “outright failure”—and that’s exactly what I experienced during two 
back-to-back public performances. (This discussion now shifts from a one-key 
experiment in a laboratory to real-life performance on stage.) On Friday night 
I had my first performance, and how it sounded may be gauged through Sound 
Excerpt 1. I repeated the performance on Sunday morning, and felt much more 
self-confident, resulting, first, in a faster performance, and second, many more 
“failed” repetitions (compare with Sound Excerpt 2).52 Was I being punished by 
the technology expressly because of my over-confidence? Bearing in mind those 
three early “existences” of opus 106, the interesting question now becomes: as 
far as the rhetoric of the sonata goes, which of the two performances should be 
considered more successful? To what extent is opus 106 meant to be interactive 
between pianist and piano, and actually resistant of a third-party “listener”?

This begs the final question of tempo—a popular subject in today’s literature 
now but back then a new thorny reality for Beethoven, who in February of 1818 
had publicly endorsed his friend Maelzel’s newly invented time-beating machine.53 
A dotted half note equals 80 on Maelzel’s Metronom, as per Beethoven’s indica-
tion (see Example 7). If we go with my own timed trials, we can take a realistic 
target of ca. 100 milliseconds for the repetition of a Viennese-action key, which 
mathematically would be the equivalent of the length of a sixteenth note. If we 
continue calculating mathematically, from this smallest unit of a sixteenth to 
the largest unit of a dotted half (for the whole bar), we arrive at MM 50 (0.4 
seconds per beat times 3)—much slower than Beethoven’s 80. If we understand 
Beethoven’s notation, however, as I believe we should, not as a mathemati-
cally exact dotted-eight with sixteenth-note, but as slurred notes inégales (with 
Beethoven specifying a sixteenth note for what really is a shortened second eighth 
note), the short note would be 0.1 seconds (the default 100 milliseconds) and 
the long note (a prolonged eighth note), say, 0.15 seconds (at a ratio of one-and-

52 These performances took place in Montreal as part of the 2014 festival Montréal baroque on June 
20 and 22 respectively.

53 AmZ 2 no. 7 (February 14, 1818): 58–59. 
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a-half for long and one for short), making for a quarter note of 0.25 seconds, 
times 3 for the three quarters of the bar, or MM 80, exactly as Beethoven asks. 
MM 80 is eerily close to my second performance—the one that derailed. My 
first performance was a notch under. That conflict—playing safe versus really 
going for it—is represented in Beethoven’s notation by, on the one hand, the two 
slurs that keep you anchored for each of the two figures back to the first note 
under the slur, and, on the other, the swelling dynamics (those crescendo and 
diminuendo hairpins) that propel the human eye and one’s fifth finger toward 
risky mechanical repetition at the middle of the gesture. You may think you’re 
playing a very short sixteenth-note, but in reality, you’re lucky if you manage a 
clear repetition at all, hitting that “perfect” moment of synchronization with the 
escapement lever, with or without back-check. The notion of “perfect” in this 
“man vs. machine” rhetoric, then, does exist—it is quintessential even to opus 
106. But “perfection” (as I would argue) would need to be understood as much 
more chance-driven (and hence much less attainable) than younger children of 
the Industrial Revolution such as Carl Czerny or Kalkbrenner would have been 
willing to acknowledge.

Story No. 3: The Gift of a Broadwood 
(Fourth Movement)

Barry Cooper, in his fine edition of the Beethoven sonatas, states that opus 106 
“exploits every single note of an extended [six-and-a-half-octave] keyboard 
compass.”54 As we have seen, this is not true. When it comes to keyboard span, 
Tilman Skowroneck has, in this journal, given a more accurate view of Beethoven 
as he composed individual piano movements rather than unified sonatas.55 In this 
case, Beethoven received his Broadwood just as he started sketching his fourth 
movement, the big fugue with its extraordinary introduction.

When first sitting down at the English instrument, Beethoven must have been 
confused by the topography of the keyboard, “middle F” becoming “middle C.” 
If we study an advanced sketch of the Largo introduction (see Figure 6, top) and 
compare it with the final version (bottom), we see how “lopsidedness” becomes 
a topos. Beethoven starts with a whole series of Fs—the same from the previous 
movements, those old anchor points of a Viennese keyboard. He plays five octaves 

54 Barry Cooper, ed., Beethoven: The 35 Piano Sonatas, Volume 3: Commentaries (London: ABRSM, 
2007), 39.

55 Skowroneck, “A Brit in Vienna,” 73–76.
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[1]

1

2

[2]

Figure 6 (top) Ludwig van Beethoven, sketch for opus 106, extract; reproduced with 
permission of William H. Scheide Library, Princeton University, MA132; (bottom) 
Beethoven, Sonata in B-flat major, op. 106 (Vienna: Artaria, 1819), fourth movement 
(Largo), mm. 1–2.
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of them: six is no longer possible. While the sketch conveys no particular way of 
experiencing space beyond the conventional spreading of notes from low to high, 
Beethoven’s finished score (Figure 6, bottom) explicitly directs the pianist’s gaze 
downward, to those new and unfamiliar bass notes below: the pianist no longer 
starts from the lowest FF (as in the sketch) but one octave higher (on F), to still 
land on the lowest FF, no longer as the expected outcome of what came before 
but as some redirected or twisted kind of goal—in syncopation. Sustaining this 
enactment of “lopsidedness,” the following right-hand syncopations (high-pitched 
four-note chords that on the English piano sound surprisingly muffled) now 
come first, and their harmonically corresponding bass roots second. (Compare 
the respective circled moments in sketch and score.) “What is that unfamiliar 
area down below?” the pianist’s twisted body and syncopated hands seem to 
ask—not yet quite ready to actually touch any of its notes.

If the opening bars convey wonder and hesitancy, the un poco più vivace in m. 
2 of the Largo features what might have been a consciously “English” moment 
for Beethoven. In the Summer of 1818—exactly when Beethoven would have 
been at work on the fourth movement of opus 106—the young portrait painter 
August von Klöber visited Beethoven in Mödling and found him teaching his 
12-year-old nephew Carl:

Beethoven then took a seat, and the boy had to practice on the piano, which had 
been a present from England and which was outfitted with a big resonance plate 
[Blechkuppel]. The instrument stood approximately four to five steps behind him 
and in spite of his deafness Beethoven corrected each of the boy’s mistakes, made 
him repeat the one or the other passage etc.56

Among others, might Carl have been practicing John Baptist Cramer’s Exercise 
in A major, op. 30 no. 13 (Figure 7)? The B-major passage in Beethoven’s Largo 
(m. 2)—a fleeting “hand-exercise”—and Cramer’s A-major Exercise share a sense 
of counterpoint (the two hands running through the scale in various parallel and 
contrary directions) and physiology of hands (their respective sharp major keys 
allowing the long fingers to play the black keys while the thumbs act as pivots). 
As per Schindler’s annotations, Beethoven’s directive for Cramer’s etude reads: 
“Purpose is the study of long and short in passages. The rhythmic accent falls 
almost on each part of the beat.”57

56 AmZ (May 4, 1864), 325, quoted in Alexander Wheelock Thayer, Ludwig van Beethovens Leben 
(Leipzig: Breitkopf & Härtel, 1907), 4:103.

57 Ex. 13. Zweck ist Studium der Längen u. Kurzen in Passagen. Der rhythm. Accent kommt fast auf 
allen Takttheilen vor. J. B. Cramer, 21 Etüden für Klavier, nach dem Handexemplar Beethovens aus 
dem Besitz Anton Schindlers, ed. Hans Kann (Vienna: Universal Edition, 1974), 22. This unequal 
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This inégal kind of playing, contradicting the evenness that the English ac-
tion normally encourages (but which Beethoven couldn’t know), suits me very 
well in my performance of the many sixteenth-note runs of the grand fugue, 
allowing my Viennese-trained fingers (like Beethoven’s used to clearly articulate 
motifs or ideas) to ground themselves into those deep, spongy, and wide English 
keys—a symbiosis of Viennese pianism and English technology that Beethoven 
will develop with much more sophistication in his late Piano Sonatas, op. 109, 
op. 110, and op. 111.58 A technical tour de force, the fugue of opus 106 may have 
made Beethoven’s old-teacher Johann Georg Albrechtsberger proud,59 but when it 
comes to celebrating the “beauties” of the new Broadwood, it must be considered 
a cop-out. In a letter to Thomas Broadwood dated February 7, 1818, Beethoven 
promised to “treat the piano as an altar where I’ll place the most beautiful of-
ferings of my spirit to the divine Apollo” (Je [le] garderai comme un Autel, ou 
je deposerai les plus belles offrandes de mon esprit au divine Apollon [sic]) but 
the sonic results of the fugue are much more wildly Dionysian than serenely 
Apollonian. A facsimile of the Beethoven letter—beautifully handwritten—was 
printed in The Musical Times of December 15, 1892. But that’s all the Broadwood 
firm could guard as a relic of the famous composer; no little minuet or simple 
rondo to be displayed on one of the showroom’s piano desks. When writing his 

kind of playing is missing in most performances and, as a result, un poco più vivace often sounds 
like molto più vivace.

58 I look forward to exploring this hypothesis during the years to come.
59 The inscription con alcune licenze (“with some licenses”) for the fugue reconnects with the teach-

ing method of Albrechtsberger, who insisted on marking allowed mistakes as “license” (licenza). 
See Dominique Ehrenbaum, Con alcune licenze: Die Instrumentalfuge im Spätwerk Ludwig van 
Beethovens (Bonn: Verlag Beethoven-Haus Bonn, 2013), 103.

Figure 7 John Baptist Cramer, Exercise in A major, op. 30, no. 13 (London: “for the 
Author,” 1804), mm. 1–6.
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thank-you note before receiving the actual instrument, Beethoven himself could 
not have anticipated that a strangely doodled Largo and an obsessively harsh 
fugue would come to constitute his “first fruits of inspiration” on it ([J]e vous 
enverrai d’abord les fruits de l’inspiration des premiers moments, que j’y passerai).60 
Beethoven ended up sending a gigantically complex sonata, not to Broadwood, 
but to his old student Ries, leaving it to the latter “to proceed as he deems best” 
and in his correspondence not even mentioning the name of Broadwood or his 
instrument.61

But for Beethoven the instrument constituted a new reality, and as we now 
internalize this reality together with him, it becomes quite an experience to hear 
or play the lowest key C for the first time ever. In m. 112 of the fourth movement, 
at this more advanced point of the fugue in full augmentation, stretto and inver-
sion mode (the latter reminiscent of the reversed bass-oriented focus that we 
observed at the beginning of the Largo), it finally makes its entry as a threatening 
rumble that gives rise to an erratic series of trills, each more disturbing than the 
last (see Example 8). We would be ill-advised to perceive the single B♭ in m. 
114 as a shortcoming, as John Cockshoot did when stating in 1959 that “The 
limitations of Beethoven’s pianoforte, of course, caused him to omit the low B 
flat” [emphasis mine].62 It is the dissonant rumble of the low C that counts, and 
not some theoretically correct resolution, which, one could argue, would need 
to be played more softly than the dissonance anyway. But even this defense 
would be ill-guidedly Viennese. On the Broadwood the single low and resonant 
English string lends the B♭ a surprisingly strong identity—a fitting anchoring 
moment amidst an explosion of sounds and effects; and the previous low C in 
fact sounds more like a muffled four-foot addition than an actual octave. In this 
sense—and the paradox is striking—the strict form of a Fuga a tre voci allows 
Beethoven to depart from his usual pattern of conceiving and ordering sounds 
and structures: the several “licenses” he claims from a technical point of view 

60 Richard Kramer has used the term “probing” for the Largo and recognizes in “the improvisatory 
nature of the scene” strong “acts of authorship.” He concludes, “The lines of demarcation between 
the work and its genesis are smudged, if only in metaphor.” Imagining this scene on the new 
Broadwood only strengthens this reading. See Kramer, “Between Cavatina and Ouverture: Opus 
130 and the Voices of Narrative,” in Beethoven Forum 1 (1992): 171–72. 

61 Some five years later, in 1823, it was left to the visiting Ignaz Moscheles (who had made London 
his home from 1821) to inquire about the state of the instrument. (People in London apparently 
wondered “whether [Beethoven] still [has] it.”) See Beghin, “Three Builders,” 130–31.

62 John V. Cockshoot, The Fugue in Beethoven’s Piano Music (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1959), 
81. Written in true Formenlehre tradition, his analysis has remained by far the most detailed until 
today.
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(con alcune licenze, as he notes at the beginning of the fugue) become a powerful 
invitation to also—and especially—explore his own truly visceral responses to 
his new English piano.

Epilogue: The Story of D 
(Third Movement)

Yet another piece of “Hammerklavier legend” comes to us from Ferdinand Ries, 
writing in 1838, or two years after Franz Liszt’s seminal performance of opus 106 
in the Erard salons in Paris (in which Liszt almost certainly played on a double-
escapement Erard; by that time Ries had also long abandoned any preference 
for Viennese pianos):

Artistically a most remarkable thing happened with one of his last solo sonatas 
(in B flat major with the great fugue, Opus 106), which is forty-one pages in print. 
Beethoven had sent it to me in London to be sold, so that it would be published 
there at the same time as in Germany. The engraving was finished and I expected 
daily a letter specifying the day of publication. When the letter arrived, it included 
the surprising instruction: “Insert at the beginning of the Adagio (which is nine or 
ten pages long) these two notes as an opening measure.” [These are the triple-unison 
A and C♯ that precede the tonic F-sharp minor chord in m. 2.]

I must admit that involuntarily I began to wonder if my dear old teacher had really 
gone daft, a rumor which was going about at the time. To add two notes to such a 
great work, which had been thoroughly reworked and completed half a year ago!! 
And yet, I was amazed at the effect of these two notes. Never again could such 
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Example 8 Ludwig van Beethoven, Piano Sonata in B-flat major, op. 106, fourth 
movement, mm. 111–20.
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effective, important notes be added to a complete work, not even if they had been 
intended from the very beginning. I advise every music lover to try the beginning 
of this Adagio first without and then with these two notes, which now form the 
first measure, and there can be no doubt that he will then share my opinion.63

A cute anecdote, Ries’s account is also an early manifestation of what Scott Burn-
ham has called that “familiar compulsion to deal with every note of Beethoven’s 
music,” in this case also a confirmation (by the composer himself, no less) of an 

63 Ferdinand Ries and Franz Gerhard Wegeler, Beethoven Remembered: The Biographical Notes of 
Franz Wegeler and Ferdinand Ries (Arlington, VA: Great Ocean Publishers, 1987), 94–95.

61

Example 9 Ludwig van Beethoven, Piano Sonata in B-flat major, op. 106, third 
movement, mm. 61–65.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 CC  DD    FF  

 
 

 “ottava” 
 

Viennese lowest key             
 
English lowest key 

Figure 8 The third-movement “ottava” DD as connector between Viennese and English 
piano ranges.
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ur-motif (the interval of a third) that has been widely recognized as permeating 
the whole sonata.64

In light of the two piano ranges (Viennese vs. English), there’s another “single 
“note” moment, almost certainly another last-minute addition that Ries would 
not have recognized: so hidden is it in that same Adagio in m. 63 (see Example 9). 
We see a number 8, a lone ottava that gives a tidier impression than the multiple 
ledger-line bass notes of the previous bar. The low D that the 8 represents—the 
root of a structural, end-of-exposition D-major tonic that has been bypassed, 
avoided, or delayed several times—is the only tone anywhere in the three first 
movements outside of the Viennese six-octave range. (Following Ries’s example, 
I invite the reader to listen to the passage on the website first without and then 
with the ottava: the latter, exactly because of the absence of such a low note 
anywhere else, is truly extraordinary, but the former, of course, remains entirely 
adequate and plausible.)

At some conceptual level, the ottava bridges two realities—that of the Viennese 
and English pianos, as shown in Figure 8. A single number—not even an actual 
note—turns a “two-instrument sonata” into one unified work. But to obliterate 
the technological origin of this transformation, to claim “transcendence” and 
construct an image of Beethoven as “visionary” (say, of the modern Steinway, 
or closer to history, of the soon-to-be-standard six-and-a-half-octave piano), is 
to deny Beethoven his “real” challenges, struggles, and imperfections. If we, on 
the contrary, embrace these so-called “imperfections,” we discover in opus 106 a 
multitude of stories—to be engaged with as pianist, technician, or critic. Practice 
makes perfect. But in opus 106, practice yields the real stuff while perfection is 
“just” the stuff of legends.

64 Scott Burnham, “Posthumous influence and reception,” in Joseph Kerman, et al., Ludwig van 
Beethoven, Grove Music Online, accessed Jan. 20, 2015.
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